
60” MARCO-POLO ARGALI (Ovis ammon polii) 

Tajikistan, arrival to Dushanbe 

2018
hunting
season

This Program is subject to special Terms and Conditions which form an integral part of the offer and come herewith attached 

on a separate sheet along with a relevant Table of Extra Expenses. Total number of pages in this offer – 3.

Method of hunt: Stalking, jeeps as means of transportation. 

Region: Northeast Tajikistan, within Nature Reserve. 

Hunting periods: October — November. 

Number of hunters 

in a group: 
1 person. 

Accommodations: Base camp: comfortable heated house; 

Preliminary Itinerary: 

Day 1 - arrival to Dushanbe – the capital of Tajikistan,  

car transfer 9-10 hrs to the city of Khorogh (aka: Horog, 

Khoroq, Khorugh, Khorog), night over. 

Day 2 - car transfer from Khorogh to the camp (8-10 hrs); 

Day 3 - resting day for altitude* adaptation; 

Days 4—6 - hunting days; 

Days 7—8 - car transfer back to Dushanbe with night over in Khorogh; 

Day 9 - departure home from Dushanbe. 

Price per person: 

48’300 US$ - full service charge (Dushanbe-Dushanbe, everything covered); 

20’700 US$ - one Marco-Polo Argali trophy of size > 60.0 inches; 

3’000 US$ - trip for observer. 

Supplementary Trophies** : 

4’600 US$ - Mid-Asian Ibex (irrespective of size); 

1’000 US$ - Wolf (spontaneous shooting); 

A hunter pays additionally: 

• For other cost details, please refer to relevant "Table of extra expenses".

NOTES: * The camp altitude is approx. 4’200 meters (approx. 14’000 feet);

** Hunt for Ibex is allowed solely after successful extraction of Marco Polo.

*** In most cases, we have been successful in expedited processing of all post-hunting

and trophy export documents, so our hunters were able to take their trophies

along on the plane as luggage.  However, on certain occasions post-hunting and

trophy export paperwork can take more time. If it happens, the hunter will be

requested to leave the trophy(ies) in Tajikistan. The trophy(ies) will receive basic

conservation treatment and will be sent to the hunter’s designated Customs

broker through a cargo or express mail service with a full set of documents. This

will be invoiced at the costs referred in our relevant "Table of extra expenses".



MARCO-POLO ARGALI HUNT WITH 

GUARANTEED TROPHY SIZE > 60” 

General Terms and conditions of the Program: 

Guaranteed size of Marco-Polo trophy: - both horns shall be not less than 60.0 inches 

- or -

- either horn shall be not less than 62.0 inches. 

Measures shall be taken on freshly harvested trophy. 

The mountains will be thoroughly pre-scouted by two groups of experienced guides. Found area with a 

potential trophy will be then securely isolated from hunting by any other groups until the client’s arrival. 

POSSIBLE LOCAL ACTION SCENARIOS: 

1. Guides ask the hunter to shoot a ram, which afterwards is measured below guaranteed trophy size -

the hunter is free to disregard the trophy and continue the hunt at no extra charges.

1) The hunter decides himself to shoot a ram he prefers - the trophy will cost USD 20,700 regardless of

its size.

PAYMENT SCHEDULE: 

• Booking security deposit (50% of the service fee) USD 24'150 - will be due upon agreement of all

terms and conditions.

• Remainder of the service fee (other 50%) USD 24'150 - in 3-4 weeks before the trip onset, once we

re-confirm that everything has been duly prepared.

• Trophy charge of USD 20'700 shall be reserved at the booking agent’s account until the hunt is

completed.
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